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Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with Arts and Africa. Last week 
we heard from David Sweetman about the political protest over the 
presence of white .South African publishers at the recen·~ Frankfurt Book 
Fair. Today, David is here to tell us about the happier siae of the 
five day, international meeting. David ••••• 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

It was the original intention of the sponsors of the African 
pa".'ticipat.i.on in this year's book fair that the African publishers 
should not only meet and talk but have a chance to learn something about 
publishing at an international level. In fact, some ground work had 
already begun before the fair opened. As we heard in a recent Arts and 
Africa, the Society for the Promotion of African Literature has been set 
up i:..-i Frankfurt to introduce African writers to West German publisher·n 
b1.1t perhaps more interesting to Africa i-cself is a s0heme sp:mscred by 
the German Government to heip train personnel in local publishing houses. 
1rhe ideo. is to send groups of Germans with various skills :- put'lishers, 
book designers, distributors etc. to give courses in Africa. The first 
such course was held at this year's Ife Book Fo.ir in Nigeria. The 
publisher in the team wo.s Herman Schultz, General Mano.ger of the Peter 
Hammer Publishing House which specializes in books about the Third World 
for German readers and which has over the last 2 years, begun to publish 
Africnn writers. I asked Herman Schultz to explain the background to the 
Ife course. 

HERMAN SCHULTZ 

We had the idea and we spoke about these plans with African 
publishers and we saw that the situation for Africa publishers was 
~ifficult. They don't have great technology, they don't have economic 
power, and they don't have knowledge. So we went with a small team: 
a graphic artist~ a printerandan editor to Africa to speak with the 
Africans about the possibility of printing books without great and expensive 
technology and to find new ways to sell these books. But, our situation 
was Qifficult because ~e didn't have any knowledge before about the 
situation, the real situation in Africa. But during the time working 
together, we have s een that for the first time the hfrican publishers 
had discussions one to the other and I think that is a positiv~ point. 
And another is that we could give them some impression of what possibilities 
exist to produce the±r books without economic power, very cheaply and 
very easily. 
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DAVID SWEETI'IAN 

But do you think you, as a European publisher publishing at the 
very height of the printing and publishing industry, I mean the books on 
your stand are magnificant and beautiful, are you really able to tell 
people how to produce things with almost nothing? 

HER.Mk"J SCHUL'g 

Yes, you must know that in Germany we have a great market from 
small publishing houses. "Mini-press" we call it here and the printer who 
was there was from one of the publishing houses who printed all his books 
himself and in iny publishing house too we started a few years ago with 
very cheap books in small editions, a thousand or two thousand copies 
without great economic power. Of .cour se, the situation of the market 
in Germany is different. But I think we can give them · some information 
about other possibilities. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

Where did you think that the African publishers who you have met 
were weakest. What was the thing where they needed most help and advice? 

HERMAN SCHULTZ 

They need help from their own government, I think, because the 
difficulties from the African publishers are political. The governments, 
normally, don't hnve any interest in improving the infra-structure of 
book publishing, it could be better. They don't give help to them and 
they help, for example, the French and English publishers import their 
books. They have more economic power and nearly 90¾ of the market is 
in their hands and that is in the first place a difficult situation 
from the African publishers. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

What you mean to say is that it's the governments wuo buy most 
of the books in Africa for educational purposes, that they in fact 
ignore their own publishers? 

HERMAN SCHULTZ 

Yes. You know thnt most of the African writers publish in Pnris 
or London and the p~blishing houses ore exporting their books to Africa. 
The African publishers just don't hCtve any possibility, you know? I 
think in the first .place they need help from their o~n governments. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

Now you said that you thought the most successful thing about the 
course that wns run at Ife was that, in fact, the African publish0rs 
started to tnlk amongst each other. 
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I-~?J•1J.,.N SCHULTZ 

Yes. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

Are there any plans to hold any more courses like this? 

HEWiAN SCHULTZ 

Yes. In November of this year, another team w~ll go to Kenya and 
Mozambique and there are a lot of countries inviting them to make this 
seminar in •their countries too. In the next spring time, we will go to 
Nicarag~a in Central America because the situation there is the sa.ne. 

MUSIC EXTRACT - KORA PLAYER ACCOMPANYING NATIONAL BALLET OF SENEGAL 

DAVID SWEETMi\N 

The Kora __ played by one -of the musicians who accompanied the 
Frankfurt performance by the National Ballet of Senegal. 

MUSIC EXTRACT - KORA PLAYER ACCOMPANYING NATIONAL BALLET OF SENEGAL. 

DLVID SWEETMAN 

Music there from the National Ballet of Senegal. The training 
scheme that Herman Schultz was describing is mainly intended for the 
many, small publishing ventures that are sprouting up all over Africa. 
But as Frankfurt showed there are also several large well-P.stablished 
firms who have an impressive well-produced output. One such is the 
Nigerian compcny~ Fourth Dimension which attracted a lot of attention at 
the Book Fair when it was a·nnounced that they had signed a major 
agreement with one of West Germany's leading publishers, 'Bertels.nan'. 
I spoke to the General Manager of Fpur.th Dimension, Nwankwo Attoh and 
asked him what the Bertelsman ngreement involves. 

NWANKWO ATTOH 

It involves co-publishing, it involves traj_ning, consultj_ng, it 
also involves distribution and it involves warehousing and exchange of 
personnel. 

DAVID SWEETMl'..N 

Will this menn your books coning into the West German market as 
well as their books coming into ~igeria? 
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NWANKWO ATTOH 

It means that. You know Bertelsman is the biggest publishing 
company in West Germany and also have an outlet in tl ... e United States. 
This is a double thing for us, we are going to utilise their facilities 
to promote our books, sell our books, re-publish our books. · 

DJ'.VID SWEETMAN 

Some people have argued that, in fact, this is letting Bertelsman 
have entry into f.frica because, in a sense before it!s been the British 
and French publishe:r·s who hn.ve dominated the African market, do you think 
that we are going to find uore.West German penentration into Africa? 

NWANKWO ATTOH 

Let me make it quite clear, and this is important. Fourth 
Dimension is not in direct competiticn with Bertelsman. We're not. 
That is one. Two, Fourth Dimension has it's own editorial policy and 
our arrangement ,.-ith Bert0lsman will not change this editorial policy. 
This is very, very important and thirdly, the Nigerian market, as you 
know, is very, very big • . We can accommodate everybody, French, English, 
Japanese because you know knowledge is not the preoccupation of nny 
race. We should know that. 

Qt;YID SWEETMA}.! 

Tell me which of your books here were Bertelsman particularly 
interested in ·when they looked round. What did they like? 

NWA,.1\1KWO ATTOH 

All our books. fumost all our books. 

D1\ VID SWEETMA.i~ 

And what did they think they could put into German and use in 
Germany? Which were the ones they were most interested in? Children's 
books or genernl books? 

NWANKWO ATTOH 

They are interested in all our books o.nd we 1re interested in some 
of their books especially the t echnical books. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

You mentioned several things that you thought thot this 
acreement would help you with sucl1 o.s warehousing, distribution, and 
training. Which do you think is the most_ important? Truining for example? 
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NWANKWO ATTOH 

All of theg are important. All of them are very, very 1mportant. 

DAVID SWEETMAN 

What do you think your greatest problems are as Nigerian publishers, 
where do you find the weakest thing that you have to deal with? 
Printing? 

NW JU-J1{1',0 ATTOH 

It is not :;;·;•inting. As you know you can print wherever you can get 
it cheap, We print in Rome, we print in Singapore, we print in Malta, 
we print in Brazil~ It's not a problem. But the most, what you would 
regard as a problem is distribution~ !n Nigeria you know communication 
is nil, you know that very well. We hnve t o do it by ourselves , For 
instance if you ere in .!'.merica, you have a complete company just 
distributing the books, it's not like that in Nigeria. You have to do 
tne distribution by yourself, you have to create an outlet for your 
books. This is exactly what we are doing and it is a problem which 
Longmans, Evans, Macl!lillans, they all have the same problem, you 
understand but they still make the money. They still make the millions 
so we have to face the music. 

MUSIC EXTRACT - !iATIONf.L BLLLET OF SENEGP.L. 

ALEX TETTEH- Uu~TEY 

So here 's o. little music to face. And that was Nwankwo Attoh, 
General Vuinager of Nigeria's Fourth Dimension publishing company talking 
there to David Sweetman. And that ' s it from Jtrts and Africa for this 
week, we'll leave you facing n little more music from the Notional 
Ballet of Senegal. f..nd this is Alex Tetteh-LQrtey saying goodbye. 


